Abstract. Paper deals with analysis and mathematical modelling of pulse-width-modulated impulse rectangular signals in Z-domain. These signals are widely used electrical engineering application both in signal processing also in power electronic systems. Presented approach uses direct-and inverse z-transformation for pulse-width-modulated impulse waveforms description. The main advantage of this description is that step or period of the calculation can be equal to carrier signal period, and the calculation is possible to provide directly at any step of impulse series. Theoretically derived waveforms are compared with simulation worked-out results.
In the field of power electronic systems periodical non-harmonic discontinuous function are often used. They can be portrayed in compact closed form using Fourier infinite series, Laplace images of original time functions [1]- [2] , numeric infinity series [5] , Fischer-Turbar definition [10] or their Zimages [6] , [9] in case of regular width impulses.
Pulse-width-modulation technique makes possible to obtain demanded requested sinusoidal (harmonic) waveform of controlled/regulated quantity -a state variable (current of inductor, voltage of capacitor,), [6] [7] [8] [9] . PWM modulation technique means that width and number of pulses are variable. Switch-on and switch-off angles can be determined using Fourier analysis/transformation or as given using area equivalence: 
Possibilities for Imaging of PWM Impulse System in Z-domain Classical Solution with Step of T/2
Classical solution in Z-domain using step of sequence equal /2 (or , resp. ) supposes substitution of the pulses during one half-period by the one pulse with the same effect with respect to the load. So, supposing RL load the current value at /2 generating by PWM impulse system and by equivalent one pulse should be the same. So, taking PWM signal 1 a, b, c for current response we get
Result is presented in Figure 2 . Steady state
1 + /2 Using Z-transform for [3] , [4] ( + 1) = /2 ( ) + /2 ( )
Inverse Z-transform [7] , [8] 
Easy, but step of impulse sequence is rather big.
Using Area Equivalence Method
Case of A) -using condition of area equivalence: For further approaching we will suppose equivalence of areas average values = | for 0 ÷ ∆ Where is average value of impulse area, is average value of the area under the referenced sine function within the interval ∆ Then we can use an inverse approach as for PWM-impulse widths determination.
Using Impulse Response Method
Since z-image of series rectangular impulses is given as
And the Z-Image of series rectangular impulses with narrow pulse width will be [7] narr ( ) = rect ( ) (z) where (z) is impulse transfer function. Using superposition method for impulse series is possible to obtain system response for any type of load as in previous cases.
Summary
The approach given in the paper uses direct-and inverse z-transformation for pulse-width-modulated impulse waveforms description. At first the widths of impulses of PWM signal should be calculated.
